
MAXIMISING EFFICIENCY BY USING DOWO FLOW

LOW CARBON - DOWO FLOW

"DOWO Flow has dramatically
enhanced how we work as a
team and business.  We worked
really well with the DOWO team
to enable a solution that is
tailored to our exact needs and
we have even gone further than
we expected due to the
platforms its flexibility”

DAN JONES
Asset Manager

Since using the app and the forms; the team have maximised
efficiencies through saved time, administration and desktop
activities, providing bottom line cost savings. 

Cost Savings

Objectives Solutions

The app can be deployed within seconds to new starters.
Because the forms are easily adapted and changed they can also
be published and deployed to all field users in seconds. 

Quickly Scalable

Data accuracy has improved and enabled data capture & data
flow through the organisation to reduce administration and
ensure a higher level of reporting both internally and to clients. 

Improved Data Accuracy

BENEFITS

Low Carbon approached DOWO Digital to support

their Asset Management & Maintenance team in

improving their field data capture and

streamlining their processes. 

The team were looking for a solution that would

provide combined business forms for multiple

teams with additional forms tailored to the

business needs, including:

-Standardise and streamline manual processes

and forms into digital forms.

-Stop duplication and manual handling of data. 

-Speed up the data flow to ensure risk is

reduced.

-Solution that works offline with no connectivity.

Low Carbon & DOWO Digital collaborated on

the required forms and solution to develop a

suite of forms and apps for their teams.  This

includes Health & Safety, Risk Assessments

and company wide forms that are essential to

their operational requirements.  

Working closely with the team we created user

based permissions to ensure field teams only

see the forms and data they need. 

Low Carbon maintain and manage multiple

Solar Farms in often remote locations.  DOWO

Flow has supported them in GPS mapping their

sites and for those difficult places with no

signal; the offline capability has ensured no

data is lost at any point.  

www.lowcarbon.com

www.dowo.digital/flow
0161 635  5390  
BOOK A DEMO


